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QUESTION 1

Given: Joe runs a small hotel, and as a value added service for his customers he has implemented a Wi-Fi hot-spot. Joe
has read news articles about how hackers wait at hot-spots trying to take advantage of unsuspecting users. Joe wants
to avoid this problem at his hotel. 

What is an efficient and practical step that Joe can take to decrease the likelihood of active attacks on his customers\\'
wireless computers? 

A. Implement Network Access Control (NAC) and require antivirus and firewall software along with OS patches 

B. Require EAP-FAST authentication and provide customers with a username/password on their receipt 

C. Implement an SSL VPN in the WLAN controller that initiates after HTTPS login 

D. Enable station-to-station traffic blocking by the access points in the hotel 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Given: Your consulting firm has recently been hired to complete a site survey for ABC Company. Your engineers use
predictive modeling software for surveying, but ABC Company insists on a pre- deployment site visit. 

What tasks should be performed as part of the pre-deployment visit to prepare for a predictive survey? (Choose two) 

A. With a spectrum analyzer, identify the type, amplitude, and location of RF interference sources, if any are present. 

B. Evaluate the building materials at ABC\\'s facility and confirm that the floor plan documents are consistent with the
actual building. 

C. Validate that the AP transmit power and antenna type is identical for each AP in ABC\\'s existing deployment. 

D. Collect information about ABC Company\\'s security requirements and the current configuration of their RADIUS and
user database servers. 

E. Simultaneously capture and analyze data on each 802.11 channel to establish a baseline for potential network
capacity and throughput. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 3

What answers correctly complete the following sentence? ____________ and ____________ carrier sense functions
are used to determine whether the wireless medium is idle or busy. (Choose 2) 

A. Passive 

B. Pseudo-random 

C. Virtual 
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D. Active 

E. Physical 

F. Interframe 

G. Vector 

Correct Answer: CE 

 

QUESTION 4

How is throughput capacity scaled in a single channel architecture (SCA) WLAN system? 

A. By increasing transmit power and placing APs that are on a single channel farther from one another. 

B. By adding more SSIDs to existing APs to spread users across different contention domains. 

C. By adding APs to increase the number of non-overlapping channel layers. 

D. By using downlink data compression and uplink flow control at the AP. 

E. By using a single 802.11n radio to transmit simultaneous downlink data streams to different users. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

During the discovery and connectivity process, client and AP stations exchange information about their supported data
rates. After the association, how do client and AP stations select the supported data rate that will be used to send an
802.11 data frame? 

A. During the association, the client and AP agree to use the same transmit rate, but either station can request a change
at any time after the association. 

B. The client and AP each choose the optimal data rate to use independently of one another, based on their own
experience of the RF link. 

C. The client and AP may use different transmit rates, but the AP determines the data rate that will be used by each
client station in the BSS. 

D. The client and AP may use different transmit rates, but the client determines the data rate that it will use and the data
rate that the AP will use when communicating to the client. 

E. The client and AP may use a different transmit rates, but the transmit rate is determined by the peer station, based on
the peer\\'s experience of the RF link. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6
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For what reason would the AP enclosure shown in the exhibit be used in an indoor WLAN deployment at an industrial
facility? (Choose 2) 

A. Aesthetic requirements 

B. Physical security and theft prevention 

C. Protection from environmental conditions 

D. Reduce transient RF interference 

E. 802.11 security compliance 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 7

What item is essential for performing a manual RF site survey for a warehouse facility? 

A. A facility map with an explanation of applications used in each area 

B. I-Beam mounting kits for hanging temporary access points 
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C. High-gain omni antennas for APs mounted high on warehouse ceilings 

D. Predictive site survey software that supports directional antennas 

E. NEMA enclosures that protect APs used for the survey 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

What statement about the IEEE 802.11e QoS facility is true? 

A. 802.11 QoS is achieved by giving high priority queues a statistical advantage at winning contention. 

B. Four 802.1p user priorities are mapped to eight 802.11 transmit queues. 

C. When the Voice queue has frames awaiting transmission, no data will be transmitted from the Best Effort queue. 

D. To improve efficiency, Block Acknowledgments are required for Voice and Video WMM queues. 

E. 802.11 control frames are assigned to the 802.11 EF priority queue. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

What problems may occur when there are hidden nodes in the BSS? 

A. Increase in downlink (transmitted by AP) frame retries 

B. High retransmission count for a subset of client stations 

C. Use of frame fragmentation with fragment bursts 

D. Excessive use of null data frames 

E. Duration values vary widely in each data frame 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

When a client station sends a broadcast probe request frame with a wildcard SSID, how do APs respond? 

A. After waiting a SIFS, all APs reply at the same time with a probe response. 

B. After waiting a SIFS, a designated AP sends an ACK, and then replies with a probe response. 

C. Each AP sends its own ACK, and then follows the ACK with a probe response. 

D. For each probe request frame, only one AP may reply with a probe response. 
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E. Each AP responds in turn after preparing a probe response and winning contention. 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 11

What statements describe industry practices for communication protocols between WLAN controllers and controller-
based APs? (Choose two) 

A. All vendors use the same protocol so that APs will interoperate with WLAN controllers from other vendors. 

B. Some vendors use proprietary protocols, and some vendors use protocols based on public standards like RFCs. 

C. For most vendors, the controller-based APs maintain data and control tunnels with at least two controllers for
immediate failover and redundancy. 

D. All vendors support at least one L2 or L3 broadcast protocol for controller discovery by controller-based APs. 

E. All vendors recommend using L2 (instead of L3) controller discovery and tunneling protocols in large enterprises. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 12

Given: 

The center frequency of channel 1 in the 2.4 GHz ISM band is 2.412 GHz (2412 MHz). 

What is the center frequency of channel 2? 

A. 2.413 GHz 

B. 2.417 GHz 

C. 2.422 GHz 

D. 2.432 GHz 

E. 2.437 GHz 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 13

Given: 

A WLAN transmitter that emits a 200 mW signal is connected to a cable with 3 dB loss. 

If the cable is connected to an antenna with 10 dBi gain, what is the EIRP at the antenna element? 

A. 10 dBm 
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B. 13 dBm 

C. 20 dBm 

D. 26 dBm 

E. 30 dBm 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 14

What problems may exist for a multiple channel architecture (MCA) WLAN when its APs are all operating at full power
(typically 100mW)? (Choose two) 

A. Wi-Fi enabled voice handsets with low transmit power can experience asynchronous downlink and uplink
performance. 

B. WLAN client stations can experience the hidden node problem when located near each other within the same cell. 

C. The mismatched power between WLAN client stations and APs violates regulatory and IEEE signal quality
requirements. 

D. Cell size may be too large, causing co-channel interference to adjacent cells and reducing system capacity. 

E. APs operating in the 2.4 GHz band would prevent microwave ovens and analog video cameras from functioning. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 15

What can cause an excessively high VSWR (Voltage Standing Wave Ratio) in a WLAN RF transmission line? 

A. An impedance mismatch in the RF cables and connectors 

B. Reflected direct current (DC) voltage on the main RF signal line 

C. Attenuation of the RF signal as it travels along the main signal path 

D. Crosstalk (inductance) between adjacent RF conductors 

Correct Answer: A 
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